STAMPING LUBRICANT

3225 Food Grade Lubricant
Low Viscosity - Electrostatic - Synthetic
1) Regulatory Compliance - Food Grade, H1 Rated, Kosher and Passover Approved. Producing parts,
metal containers, and tooling for the food grade industry can be daunting in regards to regulatory
compliance. When corrosion protection is required, the 3225 is easily applied via spray application.
It provides a thin protective film onto surfaces without effecting food grade status.

2) Uniform Coverage - Without complete coverage over the metal surface, corrosion resistance is

ineffective. Our product penetrates and wets out onto the surface quickly. These properties give you
the necessary uniform coating.

3) Liquid At Room Temperature - 3225 is a proprietary formula designed to replace petroleum wax
when used in Food Grade electrostatic lubricant applications. 3225 is liquid at room temperature and
easily accepts and holds a charge providing the greatest adhesion to the substrate.

4) Ease of Removal - Our residue film is not sticky or tacky and is easily removed with most any type

of cleaner. It is not necessary to remove this inhibitor prior to using parts in machines as it is food grade.
The residue film also provides lubrication properties.

Designed to provide corrosion protection on parts or
equipment that requires H1 Food Grade Certification.
This product is formulated to a light viscosity for easy
sprayability through garden type pump sprayer or
immersion dip.

This synthetic food-grade lubricant is highly effective, surpassing traditional mineral oil-based alternatives. Reduce the risk for end-product contamination
while achieving better equipment performance with
our food-grade canning lubricant.

It is formulated for use in operations including shell,
draw/redraw, or when converting shells to “full pull”
easy open ends.

3225 is safe for any food contact while also being
Kosher and Passover certified. Provides lubrication
properties for hinges and moving metal parts.

Request A Trial Sample and Prove It For Yourself!
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